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Application of MCNPJ”I” to Computed Tomography in Medicine

RoIIiilIl (‘. lhckholf( KS I -). ( ;uy l). ESIes
(’hiirh’~ f{. Ili]l!4(IIIWJII LOlliIll~(T). .hdlll .]. ])O\!arf’()( Ilf”lh).

and “I”imo[h~.D, %dlwrg(urla)

I Introduction

‘1’lw !U(”’SPT-” codv has hfw uwd to sinmli+tc
(‘T mans of the Ml RD human phantom. in a(l-
(Iit inn, an artllal (’T wan (Jf a pal imll wmI used

to crfmte an M(’XP gronmtry. and this geml-
el ry was computat iomdly “(‘T scanned- using
M( ‘N P to reconstruct (‘T inmge~. Tlw results
show that MCN P can be used to model the hu-
man body Ixwed on data obtained from CT scans
and to ~imulatt’ (“r scamthatarc bad on t hew
or othm moth+.

II Image Reconstruction
Methods

Image reconstruction of a computed tomography
(CT) image is based on the fact that material~
of differing electron densi t iea attenuate x. rays
to varying degrees. In fart, for a barn of x-
rays passing from a source to a detector, through
the phantom, the total attenuation of the x-ray
beam can be represent~ bv a simple Iins intt=-
gral as shown by Radon, lC~ Then. a projection
of the phantom can be obtained by combining
these line integrals, which for a series of parallel
line integrals can be accomplish~d by applying
a Fourier transform to the projection data at a
constant projwtion angle. To produce such a

projection a source and detector could be moved
pm allel to each other along opposite sides of the
phantom, or a line source parallel to an array
of detectors could be placed about the phantom
(R Fig. 1).

Once a series of projections have bcwn made
at equal angular intervals about the phantom.
they can be combined to form an image of the
original phantom, Specifically. if a 1-LJ Fourier
transform of each projection is performed. then

thr imagr call ho ob[aillt’d h,v Imlillg tl’,tl III(I
~ral)dorlll of (VIC]l ~W@”f k)ll ;S (“(~llhl ;(I t k ~-

]) I rfMISforIll of t hr phfll]i(Jl;! 1](’llc:”. i+il illltigr
of the phantom can tw obtained by t~!:il]g t IW
in~wrw Y.13 Fourier transform,’] In ot her words.
l)), i aking t lit’Fmlrier transform of a projrrt ion.

the transform along a radial line in th~ frm~lwncy
domain of the phantom can be obtainwl. Thils.
with an infinite number of projection and an

infinite number of detectors, a cmnplet~ set of
data in the frequency dnfii~jIl ran k obtainm],
and simple inversion will give an exact image of
the phantom.

[~nfortunately. only a finite number of projcr-
tions and detectors can be obtained for a plMil-
tom. which only allows the construe’ n of all
~pproximate 2-D view of the phantom, Thus,
to obtain the original image interpolation of t tw
data in the frequency or space domain must Ix’
performed. The met hod of filtered backproj~c.
tion was implemental to facilitate this imagr
interpolation and reconstruction from the fri’-

quency domain. Each projection was weight twl
in the frequency domain to account for the dis-
crete nature of the projections. and then bark-
projectcd into the space domain. In addit icm.
a Hamming window was applied to redur~ t tw
occurrence of aliasing artifacts. 1

For parallel beam projections the optimum
rat io between the number of projections and the
number of detectors can be found via a Fourim
analysis. This theoretical derivation shows that
for a parallel beam geometry, the number of pro-
jections is approximately qual to r/2 times t hc

number of detectors used in each projection. 1
For calculations in this study. 128 detectors were
defined for each projection. and projwt ion da[ a
wa.. collected at 2 degree intervals between O and

360 degrees.

In essence. the image reconstruction used in



Scan 1 Scan 22

Fig, 1, A line source and a detector array are defined shout the phantom and projections ar(’
calculated at 2 &=gret=increments. The posit ion of the source and detector arrays are shown for t IN=
1st (i.e., O d~gret x of rotation) and 22nd (i.e., 4-! degrees of rotation) scans.

this study was implemented using the VIEW’1T4
utility, based on the following prom-lure: ( 1) the
l-D Fourier transform was applied to the projec-
tion data to convert the data to the frt-quency
domain. (2) the data was filtered by weighting
the projection data, (3) an inverse Fourier trans-
formed to convert the data back to the space do-
main and (4 ) the filtered data was backprojerted
into an array in the space domain.

III MCNP Calculations

}1(’N P5 is a gemrkl-purpose Monte Carlo code

for calculating the time-dependent continuous-
energy transport of neutrons. photons. and/or
elect rons in thrw dimensional geometries.
M(’NP is used around the world for many diverse
applications including nuclear criticality safety.
radiation shielding. medical ph}”sics and radio-
therapy. oil A] logging. nuclear safeguards.
and nuclear reactors. and it has been exten-
sively benchmarked with k[:cwn experinwl][a]
reslllts.6’7’8’9”10,1]’12’131”4

To simulate a parallel beam projection using
M(’NP. a line source of monodirectiona: x-rays

directed along a slice of the MIRDah:ah (Xlathe-
matical Internal Radiation Dosimetry) phantom
was defined (see Fig. 2). The energy distrihllt ioi]
of the sollrw used in the calculations is shown in
Fig. 3. though other energy distributions were
examinml. In fact, the specification of different
source cordigurations is easily accomplished us-
ing MC’NP-S built-in source options, For detec-
tion purposes an array of detector volumes was
defined parallel to the line source on the oppo-
site side of the phantom. Then the phantom
was rotated at 2 degree intervals using a series
of surface transformations to obtain the different
projections of the phantom.

The flexibility and ease of the geometry spm--
ification in M(’NP allowed for the constrllcticm
of several different phantoms with \’arying de-
grees of complexity. A .MIRD phantom model
wiM constructed based on published rmultslr; as
seen in Fig, 4. TIM] sill] plified phantoms based
on the }f IRD model were constructed with an-

Ilular bones and simulated tumors. Final I}’. an
\lC’SP lattice geometry of a patient’s chest was
constructed from an actual {’T scan of the pa-
tient at I-( ’LA.16 The original (*T scan ohtaim=d



“

Fig. 2. \lIRD geometry used for (“1” scanning.

I
t

Figm ,1. .4n internal view of the NIIRII 11(’S1’
geometry,

from 1“{’Li\ is shown in Fig. 5.
‘r. reduce the computational t imr requirwl

to run a simulation. thegricl used to represent a
slim= of the phantom was reduced from the .512

X 512 grid. used in the original CT scan, 10 a 61
?(64 grid as show]] in Figs. 6-??.

IV Results

II Several \lCNP simulations were performed at
Los A lames National Laboratory (LAN L ) to de-
termine the quality of the CT imagines that

1

could be obtained by simulating a CT scan of
a phantom, The first geom~try t hat was morl-

Fig. 3. Source Energy !+pectrurn for (’T scanner.

eled was the \ll RD phantom, and the results for
a slice through the chest are shown in Fig. 7. As
one can see the results are quite good for this
simple geometry. and aliasing is minimal.

,4ftm the MIRD model had been succt=ss-
fully used to simulate a CT scan, a simplifiml
form of the MIRD phantom was constructed,
This model was constructed with hollow annu-
lar bones to represent the inhomogeneity in bonr
composition in the human body. The marrmv
was assumed to be normal MIRD flesh matw

rial. In addition, a small “tumor.’ was simuiatcd
in the right lung. This tumor was composed of



Fig. 7. Reconstructed CT of MIRD Phantw]]



Fig, 9. Reconstructed (’T of the MCNP gmNlI-
etry of the chest.

number of detector locations ( 128) used ii] t IN’
simulation. Further studies arc planned to inv-
estigate how dose rates calculated near mat (~riiil
interfaces with a coarse model such as this a,grfvl
with those calculated in more d~tailed rmxh’ls.

Some aliasing does exist in this scan. hilt if
the number of detectors along each project ior)
and the number of projections were increaso(l.
then the clarity of the scan would be expm-twl
to increase.

V Conclusions

The results of this study show that M(’N1’ call
be used successfully to simulate CT scans. bo[ h
for phantom geometries and for models of hu-
mans based on actual ~T scans. For the lat trr
case. the results indicate that when a gem-net r~”
is constructed on a coarser spatial mesh than thf.

original CT. the overall results of a subsequent
MCNP CT reconstruction are remarkable sin]ilar
to the original CT scan. This would indicate tl]a[
the modeling of the human geometry in terms (J[

a somewhat coarser spatial grid may be adequal (I
for certain medical studies. thus reducing com-
puter time requirements for treatment planning
with detailed \lonte Carlo calculations. T]lus



me could comludc 1hal silt-l] Sill] pliliwl \l( ‘S]}

geOnle(rif’S CO1lSI rllrtd frolll [“]- WRI15 (“011](! !)(’

11.s4wI 10 evaluate at Iea+t smnr cliissl’s of IIWLIM
iral treatment planning wvmarios. S1Ilfli(’s ar(’
undmvay to perform sill]ilar calculations using
a INN 12S \l(’XP mcxlrl l~ased cm I !NBsiilnr (’T
sran. and evaluatp t tic (Iilhvmwm in rtilrlllatml

dew’ rate for various t rmt nmll srfv]ariosm
III a[idit ion. t hmr st udim illdiriiti’ t IIat

M(”X P could be used to design new ( “1” ma-
ci]inm. perhaps resulting ill Im! It=rand hws cost Iy

designs for specific applicat ions. By romputa-
t ionally evaluating the t rrat rm=nt patients re-
ceive from these rmwhinm. t lw machine dmigll
process could he improved. In addition. since
pat icnt -specific models of the anatomy call Iw
implemented in M(’,SP, the quality of radiologi-
cal procedurm for each patient can be improved,

! ‘nfortunately. t Iw com+trurtion of ( ‘-1’scans

from a MCNP gmmwtry is at present conlputa-
tionally costly, and are not now justifiable for
rout ine use, However. alt bough the M( ‘NP sire-
ulation may he computat ionfdly costly. it may Iw
justifiable for high risk medical procedures and
equipment design, The construction of accurate
MC’NP geometries from a (‘T scan can be easily
implemented. and represt-wts a potentially valu-
able diagnostics tool in itself.
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